
THE PROGRAM
This six-session program is designed for new to mid-level managers, 
as well as high potentials soon to be elevated into leadership roles. It 
was developed to build exceptional leaders by equipping participants 
with the communication skills needed to be an influential and trusted 
leader.

WHAT IS INCLUDED
• 16 hours of group leadership development training
• 2 assessment instruments: The ECHO Listening Profile and

The CONFLICT DYNAMICS PROFILE® (CDP)
• 2 hours of individual coaching per participant
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PEAK LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION 
MAXIMIZING TEAM PERFORMANCE THROUGH SKILLFUL CONVERSATIONS



1. We start with “where you are” now in terms of your perceived strengths and challenges in your leadership
capabilities. Self-awareness is one of the most critical components of developing effective leadership skills.
Knowing where you are now and what you wish to accomplish is a crucial place to start the learning process.
This portion of session one is designed to get participants connected to their desired personal outcomes from
participating in the program.

2. The Elements of Trust - The Qualities of a Trusted Leader. Much of a leader’s strength depends on the trust
others have in them. When trust infuses a relationship, words and actions carry considerable weight.
Conversely, when credibility is lacking, words mean less, people aren’t taken seriously, and this can lead to many
obstacles to effective leadership. In this portion of the session, we explore practical ways that leaders
develop trust, common pitfalls that can damage a leader’s credibility, and ways to recover trust when it has been
compromised.

LEARNING MODULES

SESSION ONE:  4 HOURS - WHERE ARE YOU NOW? and BECOMING A  TRUSTED  LEADER

SESSION TWO:  2 HOURS - WORKPLACE LISTENING
What we prefer to listen for influences the way we think, which impacts the way we speak and share information. 
Becoming acutely aware of our own communication style and listening habits is the stepping-stone for enhancing 
our leadership capabilities and influence. In this session we review the results of the ECHO Listening 
Profile, a scientifically validated cognitive assessment developed for business contexts, that identifies habitual 
listening behavior and measures what individuals tend to listen to and for, as well as what they might be 
unconsciously filtering out. Your listening habits often relate to your leadership communication style and 
relationships with those you lead and lead you. The first individual coaching session to address unique profile 
nuance follows session two.  

SESSION THREE:  2 HOURS - ACCOUNTABILITY - MAKING CLEAR REQUESTS
This session is about establishing systems of accountability with your team - especially relevant when performance 
isn’t what you believe it could or should be. How we make requests of others (or clarify requests made of us) is a 
critically important leadership skill both managing up, down, and across all levels within an organization.

SESSION FOUR:  2 HOURS - EMOTIONAL AGILITY
When we are triggered or perceive threat, we have a physiological response which impacts the way we listen and 
lead. In this session we’ll explore the typical bio-reactions to perceived threat and learn tools to manage your 
emotional responses in order to remain present, listen to learn and contribute with value in any given situation.

SESSION FIVE:  2 HOURS - WORKPLACE CONFLICT
Individuals and teams that do not successfully embrace and manage conflict waste valuable time and resources, 
risking innovation and profit. In this session we review the results of the CONFLICT DYNAMICS PROFILE® (CDP), an 
assessment instrument that measures an individual’s constructive and destructive behavioral responses to conflict. 
This content is designed to help you and your and team understand how you respond to conflict, which triggers 
can escalate conflict, how to manage conflict more effectively; ultimately improving collaboration.

SESSION SIX:  4 HOURS - REVIEW/REVISIT and WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
The first part of this session is a review of each module and a reflection on what you’ve successfully been able to 
apply and become reliable with. We also address which concepts have been harder to master, so that we can 
address them in the final individual coaching session. In the second part of this session we revisit “where are you 
now,” in terms of your current perceived leadership strengths and challenges after 2.5 months of consistent 
training and practice. 




